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Jigs: The Shores of Lough Gowna/The Rose and the Heather (flute/fiddle)
Slip Jigs: Devero the Dancer/Connie the Soldier (flute)
Reels: The Tailor’s Thimble/The Red-haired Lass (flute/fiddle)
Hornpipe/Reel: Sean Ryan’s Hornpipe/The New Found Out Reel (fiddle)
Reels: Sporting Paddy/Packie Duignan’s Reel (flute/fiddle/whistle)
Jigs: The Trip To Athlone/The Hag with the Money/The Castlebar Jig (flute/fiddle)
Reels: Crowley’s (fiddle)
Reels: Jackie Coleman’s/The Sailor on the Rock (flute/fiddle)
Reels: Bridie Morley/Duignan’s Favourite (fiddle/flute)
Slip Jig: The Kid on the Mountain (flute/fiddle)
Highland Fling/Reel: Monymusk/Mrs. Smullen’s Reel (fiddle/flute)
Reel: The House On The Hill (flute)
Reel: The Duke of Leinster (flute/whistle)
Reels: Dinny Ryan’s Reels (fiddle)
Reels: Tom Ward’s Downfall /The Mullaghnavat Reel (flute/fiddle)
Jigs: The Geese in the Bog/Your Jig (fiddle)

Sean Wynne plays whistle on tracks 5 and 13.
Robin Morton plays bodhran on tracks 2, 9, 11, 12 & 13
Robin Morton plays bodhran by courtesy of Transatlantic Records.
First published by Topic 1978
Recorded and produced by Robin Morton at Tawnylea, Co.Leitrim
Sleeve notes and photographs by Robin Morton
Design by Tony Engle.

Packie Duignan: It was Cathal McConnell who first
introduced me to this fine flute player. Cathal holds him
in great regard as a man and as a musician, which was
recommendation enough for me. In the event I was not
disappointed.
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Packie lives in Arigna, Co. Roscommon, right on the
border with Co. Leitrim. While his family enjoyed music
and could sing a few songs, the only musician he can trace
in his background is his grandmother’s brother – a flute
player called James Cauley. The great musical influence in
his life were the records of John McKenna. McKenna lived
in Tents, Co. Leitrim, just about two miles from Packie’s
home. However, long before Packie was born, McKenna
had emigrated to the United States where he became a
fireman. He died about 1947. In the 1920s and ‘30s he had
made many records. It was through these recordings that
Packie was so much influenced by him. A great deal of
his repertoire comes from McKenna, and he has the same
driving direct style. As far as Packie Duignan is concerned
there is nothing to touch the tunes, or the playing, of John
McKenna.
Packie took up the whistle at about 12 years old and in
time moved on to the concert flute. In his working life he
was a miner in the coal mines at Arigna. (McKenna, before
emigrating, was employed as a surface worker in pits close
by.) He gave that up about five years ago and now divides his
time between “working a bit of land” and playing music. In
the early 1970s “for about a year” he played in a group called
the Lough Allen Trio. They played around the local pubs and
one of the members was Seamus Horan.

When I asked Packie if he would like any other musician to
play with him, he chose to share the honours with Seamus.
They had not played much together for five years but as
Packie put it, “We know each other well, and Seamus plays
nice music.” Also, like McKenna, he enjoys playing with a
fiddler. (McKenna made many of his recordings with James
Morrison.)
Seamus Horan is a farmer and sub-postmaster at Tawnylea,
just outside Drumkeeran in Co. Leitrim. He has four
sisters, but he was the only one who took up an instrument,
encouraged by his father, who played the melodeon. He
played at that instrument for a short while, but before the age
of ten he had moved on to the fiddle. In 1947 he had his first
lessons from a local man, Joe Gallagher.
Leitrim is not a great area for fiddlers, but what with the
support of his father, and a local music house at Hugh Daly’s
home (“a great man for sessions”), Seamus developed into
the fine player he is today. As a young man he won many
competitions at the local Feis, and in the 1960s played with
the Shannon Star band, though by this time Packie had left
it. After playing for about a year with Packie, he joined with
a banjo player and a guitarist to form a group called “the
Heather Breeze”. They are still going and play about three or
four nights a week in Leitrim and the surrounding counties.
(My thanks to Mary K. Flynn of Drumkeeran for sharing
her knowledge of McKenna with me. R.M.)
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1. The Shores of Lough Gowna/
The Rose and the Heather
The first is not, I think, the jig generally known by that
name, but certainly that is the title given to it by any of the
local people I talked to. Seamus first heard it on a recording
made in the 1930s by the Belhavel Trio, two of whom were
Leitrim men. Nothing is known about the second jig except
that it is popular with musicians in the area.
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2. Devero the Dancer/Connie the Soldier
Two slip jigs associated with John McKenna. He
recorded them with James Morrison the Sligo fiddler, with
whom he played quite a lot. Here Packie performs them
accompanied only by the bodhran.
3. The Tailor’s Thimble/The Red Haired Lass
Two more reels recorded by Fire-patrolman McKenna. I
have to thank Mary K Flynn for supplying the titles of these
two.
4 Sean Ryan’s Hornpipe/The New Found Out Reel
A couple of fine tunes played on the solo fiddle. The very
melodic hornpipe is named, for want of any other, after the
man Seamus learned it from. The second tune is very much
associated with Seamus. (Every good musician seems to
have one.) he learned it from his father, who had picked it
up during the 12 years he spent in the United States, around
1920. It does not seem to be played traditionally in any other
part of the country, and all those who play it have it from
Seamus.

5 Sporting Paddy/Packie Duignan’s Reel
The first is a well-known tune, a setting of which can
be found in Breathnach’s Caol Rince na hEireann Vol. 1 The
second reel has become very popular over the last few years,
especially among flute players. Without too much difficulty,
however, it can be traced back to Packie, who seems to have
been the source. Thus the title.
Sean Wynne joins in on the whistle here. Sean was
born locally, and indeed is a grand-nephew on his mother’s
side, of McKenna. He is now a school teacher, and living in
Portlaoise.
6 The Trip to Athlone/The Hag with the Money/The
Castlebar Jig
Three jigs well-known in this area. A setting of the first
is to be found in Breathnach, where the other title of The
Newport Lass, is given. O’Neill gives a version of the second
in his ’Music of Ireland’. There are, I believe, words set to the
tune, about The Hag and Her Money, but I have never heard
them.
7 Crowley’s Reels
Two fine tunes here, associated with Michael Coleman,
and great favourites with fiddlers ever since.
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8 Jackie Coleman’s/ The Sailor on the Rock
The first is a well-known flute tune perhaps composed
by, and certainly named after, the Sligo flute player. The
Sailor on the Rock is another of McKenna’s recordings.
9 Bridie Morley/Duignan’s Favourite
Another of McKenna’s tunes, here followed by a tune
which has recently gained some popularity and which seems
traceable originally to Packie.
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10 The Kid on the Mountain
McKenna recorded this, though I’m sure so did others. It
has the feel of a very old tune.
11 Monymusk/Mrs. Smullen’s
The first is a Highland Fling, which is a dance fairly
popular in Ireland, especially in the West. The tune, of
course, was originally a Strathspey, but as usual, somewhat
straightened by the Irish player. I have also heard this tune
played as a reel by Micko Russell.
Mrs. Smullens takes its name from the local musician
who gave it to Seamus.
12 The House on the Hill
This was recorded by McKenna with another reel he
called Down the Hill. Like most of McKenna’s/Duignan’s
music, it has driving rhythm and is just made for bodhran
accompaniment.

13 The Duke of Leinster
Packie’s flute and Sean Wynne’s whistle breathe drive
and lightness into this well-known reel.
14 Dinny Ryan’s Reels
No names are available for these four reels. Seamus
learned them all from Dennis Ryan, a well-known fiddler
from Edenderry, in Co. Offaly.
15 Tom Ward’s Downfall/The Mullaghnavat Reel
Tom Ward’s can be found in Breathnach. The second is a
local tune (I think from Roscommon) particularly favoured
by flute players.
16 The Geese in the Bog/Your Jig
I know this first five part jig as The Lark’s March.
However, Seamus gives it the above name, as does
Breathnach. O’Neill (Music of Ireland) has a two part jig
of the same title – the two parts are similar to the first two
parts of the tune played here. However, in O’Neill’s setting
the parts are reversed.
Seamus had no name for the second tune, but when
asked, said, “Charlie Lennon (a fiddler) always asks me for
‘Your jig’ when he wants it.” So that is the name we gave it!
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